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Workshop 2: H3 Where do we want to go?
The aim of this workshop was to explore the Third Horizon through imaginative storyworld
building methods. Participants co-designed futures in line with the three different corners of
the Nature Futures Framework: Nature for Nature, Nature as Culture and Nature for Society
(Pereira et al 2020). The main method for story building follows a similar protocol to science
fiction prototyping, which brings scientific and objective empirical understandings of the
world into dialogue with imagined seemingly implausible futures (Merrie et al 2018).

Method
The second workshop began with a welcome to the participants and a recap of the 3
Horizons Framework and Nature Futures Framework as the basis of the three workshops.
The first workshop had looked at Horizon 1 - Business as Usual, and this second workshop
was focused on Horizon 3- Emerging Future. The facilitators asked participants to put aside
the challenges discussed in the first workshop and instead enter a conducive mindframe for
creating radically transformative future scenarios.
To be able to overcome current mental models and transcend ways of thinking that tend to
extrapolate and reinforce the status quo (Senge, 1990), creative and imaginative processes
and states need to be nurtured as they are central to envision and design desirable futures
(Montuori & Donnelly, 2020; Ollenburg, 2019). This requires enabling the freedom to think
and try what may seem impossible. This represents an important challenge in doing
visioning exercises because while creativity is an ability that humans have the potential to
develop, it requires a series of personal and contextual conditions (traits and environment)
and its proactive and intentional exercise (Runco, 2007), especially because, unlike many
abilities fostered in western institutions, it is aimed at challenging existing norms and
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processes as a way to bring forth something new (Walia, 2019). In line with this, the
workshop structure was planned around a series of steps that could depart from current
knowledge to then transcend it and enable a collective creative process. This process was
facilitated by the design of a generative tool (Sanders & Stappers, 2008) in the form of virtual
worksheets (offered on MIRO, an online collaboration tool). Three spaces were developed
with the aims of: synthesizing participant’s contributions, aid facilitation and conversation and
the possibility of participants to develop a storyline based on previous contributions. In
addition, a series of tactics were adopted to foster a creative attitude and process: divergent
and analogical/metaphorical thinking (Root-Bernstein and Root-Bernstein, 1999 and
Weisberg 1995, in Runco, 2007), the suspension of judgement and disbelief -lateral thinking
and brainstorming- (Osborn, 1963 and De Bono 1992 in Runco, 2007) and welcoming a
feeling of “estrangement” or defamiliarization (Shklovsky, 2015/1917) with the ability to make
the familiar strange, while also being able to make the strange familiar synectics (Gordon
1961), all of which allow for novel mental patterns and images to emerge (Vygotsky, 2004 in
Walia, 2019). In addition, creativity is also influenced by non-rational processes such as
emotional states or intuition (Runco, 2007). To this end, the facilitators made use of
inspirational images, music and multiple references to visual or other sensory qualities:
colors, shapes and smells.
As homework, each participant had completed a questionnaire asking for them to submit a
seed- a process, initiative or way of seeing the world that was currently marginal, but that
they thought could contribute to a better future for the high seas. The complete table of
contributions can be found in appendix 1. In the first plenary session the participants
explained their seeds and the mature condition of the seed. An artist had created some seed
inspired artistic representations capturing some of the aesthetic, visual and metaphorical
features described by the participants. As participants introduced each seed, they were
arranged at each NFF corner using a collage-based method inspired by an exquisite corpse
surrealist game (Holbrook & Pourchier, 2012). The adoption of this technique was meant to
inspire and trigger the participant’s minds beyond familiarity and into a space of possibility,
setting the stage to allow for playful exploration and collective imagination. The arts-based
method of collage enables a logic that can enable multiple and plural significations or
associations, as it challenges “all dogmatisms” and the need to search for one truth
(Brockelman, 2001). The resulting fragmented and fantastical assemblages were shared
back to the participants with a short presentation of the artist’s outcomes and thought
process (see first page for outcome). Participants were then allocated to a breakout room
(one for each corner of the NFF: i.e nature for nature, nature for society or nature as culture)
based on how well their seed connected to that value perspective.
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View of the assemblages resulting from the exquisite corpse-inspired technique.

Each breakout room consisted of a facilitator and a note taker team and the participants that
belonged to the value perspective based on their seed contribution. The facilitator guided the
team through a discussion of what a future world would look like with the mature seeds and
asked them what else would be needed to create this ideal world. This section of the
workshop focused on a worldbuilding exercise that prompted participants to characterize,
imagine and describe a future world. By asking participants to reflect on changes by means
of five lenses such as technology, politics and governance, social norms or ecosystems, the
group members and facilitators could build on each other’s ideas to give shape to an image
of a world that could be concrete and provide the platform upon which to later develop a
narrative. Towards the end of the session the group was asked to close their eyes and try to
imagine the world that had been created and to name the sights, sounds and smells they
would experience. Finally, a name for the new world was discussed and decided on. Naming
the world was meant to help the group agree upon the collective vision while acknowledging
it as a collective creation that could be easily described or remembered.
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The breakout room groups reconvened after a break and began a science fiction prototyping
exercise. The facilitator led them through the story building using six prompts i.e “Every
day…”, “Until one day…”, “Because of this…”, “Then that…”, “Until finally…”, and “Ever
since…”. The stories began with the group on board a research vessel named “the Manta ''
and with each one of them having a role and tasks. Using the story prompts the narrative
was fleshed out. In order to push the participants to think about a much more radical, far
future, seven characters were developed, each with a bit more of an affinity to a particular
NFF corner. Each group rolled a dice to see which of the characters they would encounter in
their story, and develop the narrative accordingly. The characters are described in Appendix
2. The group told a story of how their everyday life on the Manta is disrupted by an event,
their meeting of one of the main characters, how they resolve problems and how they adapt
and evolve to further protect their worlds.
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Example of storyboard worksheet.

After the workshop, the stories were written up into a complete narrative, and key dynamics
were drawn from each story.
Materials
In advance of the workshops, characters were developed, as prompts to help in the science
fiction prototyping process. The characters were visualised and archetyped by artist Claire
Homewood, (see pages 2-4)

Workshop outputs
Storyline dynamics
Across the seven break-out groups, the general dynamics of each world were captured and
can be found in the Tables below (A, B, C).
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A. Nature as Culture Storyline Dynamics
STORYWORLD

ALL VOICES HEARD/ALL OCEAN
VOICES

DEEP PEACE OF THE OCEAN/
OCEAN HARMONY

PHENOSALSHERAS PHENO-ASHERAH –
POLYCULTURAL FRACTALS OF BEINGS WITH
THE OCEAN

DRIVERS

rising consciousness about
non-human beings

climate crisis island submersion

legislature recognized equal
dignity to non-humans, which
now collaborate with human
community in ecosystem
management and
governance; animal
consumption is quite rare

shift in values and governance
recognizing a major role for
indigenous cultures, youth and
women; legal framework
recognizing “corporate death
penalty and ecocide crimes”;
climate crisis island
submersion
creation of a safe space for
humans and non-humans;
negative impact of corporations
minimized; seasteady
communities founded by
ex-islanders and ex-coast
dwellers.

RESPONSES

STATE

ecosystems have largely
recovered and are vibrant
again; ice still exists; circular
economies minimize wastes;
mapping of migratory routes
for all species strengthened
management

30% of global seas are
protected, most of them are
no-take zones; strict
regulations on fisheries; deep
sea mining is banned; greater
focus on multispecies rights,
welfare and aspirations.

cleaner planet; extremely
interconnected and effective
monitoring system

PRESSURES

some human communities
have not yet completely
converted to sustainable and
respectful practices

sea refuges; unstable climate;
extreme atmospheric and
biological events; concerns for
aquaculture food systems,
human health and security and
ecosystem integrity,

seasteading infrastructures impact
marine wildlife and other biosphere
dynamics

TECHNOLOGIES

bioremediation; interspecies
and intercultural real-time
translating devices;
seasteady communities
made of repurposed plastics
pulled out of the ocean;
widespread plant-based
meat substitutes; sustainable
underwater cities are being
tested.

regenerative aquaculture;
monitoring network of drones
and marked organisms.

renewable energy-based (wind,
waves, thermal); dense satellite
network; large-scale algae farming for
carbon sequestration.

GOVERNANCE

the Global Council of Ocean
Stewardship is one of the
several ecosystem-focused
Stewardship Councils;
Councils are respectful,
caring and focus on global
benefits; shapeshifters
mediate interspecies
relations

Global governance on the High
Seas has been reformed with a
greater focus on ecosystem
conservation and climate
refugees’ rights.

coalition of small cooperative entities
(diffuse governance) runs economics
and prevents power grabs from
corporate and elites

establishment of seasteady
communities

overexploitation
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STORY LESSONS

encounters between different
worlds need to be
approached with the outmost
calm and will to listen, and
possibly to compromise;
losing your cool is quite a
stupid and avoidable way to
prevent finding middle
ground.

Governance of the complex
eco-political landscape of the
High Seas needs to be based
on scientific monitoring,
regional and global cooperation
and respect of social rights of
local populations (both
historical residents and recent
refugees).

think in terms of the perception others
than those most obvious to humans
(eg light, chemistry,
electromagnetism, sound pollution,
etc) to deepen understanding of
ecosystem dynamics and strengthen
empathy with non-humans; need for
multispecies approaches; possibility
to establish zero-impact periods for
human activities.

B. Nature for Nature Storyline Dynamics
STORYWORLD

GLOBAIA OECOSYSTEMA PANOPTICANA

RIGHTS AMONG THE SENTIENT STEWARDS OF THE SEA

DRIVERS

telecoupling effects on ocean dynamics; cultural
and political revolutions; inefficacy of old national
and international governance

climate change; environmental destruction

RESPONSES

radical shift in global power structures;
democratized and locally owned knowledge

GHG emission reduction; ocean stewardship

STATE

50% of sea waters are protected, no fishing
permitted (no-take zones); "multispecies
sustainability", "nature personhood", "non-human
rights" are mainstream concepts.

flourishing ocean; microbial mats are key actors in
ecosystem conservation and bioremediation;sea
conservation and management is financed by taxes
and fines; new kinds of sentient beings appeared in
the ocean; food systems are regulated according to
environmental footprint and transport distance

PRESSURES

warmer, more acidic oceans shifts in species
ranges and unstable population dynamics;
pelagic systems are less productive while
coastal systems are eutrophic; illegal fishing;
violent radical politics (eg environmentalist
terrorists vs extractionists)

ethical concerns regarding microbial farming and
deployment in bioremediation

TECHNOLOGIES

biohacking

hydrogen-powered vehicles; 3D printing for coral
reef reconstruction; richer genetic databases;
monitoring network of drones; bioengineered
microbes for GHG remediation; deep sea robots and
satellites pervasive remote sensing and data
collection real time data (on populations, chemistry,
atmospheric events, etc) on the global data sharing
cloud;

GOVERNANCE

diffused governance for the High Seas

“rights for nature” legal framework applying to all
living beings, including microbes.

STORY LESSONS

it’s impossible to govern any phenomenon or
dynamic; action has to be rooted in humility;in
troubled times it can be useful to focus on longer
timescales and away from single episodes.

transition from want to need when dealing with
rights; risks, as well as benefits, must be shared
when other beings are involved
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C. Nature for Society Storyline Dynamics
STORYWORLD

MARE COMMUNUM – SLOW OCEAN

ONE BLUE STATION

DRIVERS

environmental impact assessments

robotization of fishing; shift in conceptions of value
and quantification of richness; climate crisis (small)
island (states) submersion

RESPONSES

aquaculture; better science and technology to
monitor fishing and mitigate bycatch and improve
survival rate of fish; support artisanal fishing;
transform habits away from mass production and
mass waste towards more community based
production; community banking and lending;
value of diverse knowledge systems

shift in the fishing labor pool towards engineering;
ecosystem stewardship; value is defined less in
monetary terms and increasingly by ecosystem
services, cultural and biological diversity,
happiness, health of prosperity of the system;
establishment of seasteady communities with
sovereign rights

STATE

all High Seas are no-take zones and are
monitored by patrols

30% of global seas are protected; some areas are
still open to rationalized and minimum-impact
fishing

PRESSURES

illegal fishing; human rights infringement in the
fishing industry; genetic resource smuggling;
deep sea mining

a governance system heavily reliant on models and
prediction can easily short-circuit if confronted by
unexpected events; risk of sea grabbing by
corporations and complicit political actors in the
High Seas

TECHNOLOGIES

solar-powered vehicles; robotic fishing; on-deck
hydroponics for long journeys at sea

fishing robots targeting certain species and
minimizing bycatch; artificial intelligence based on
human emotions and wellbeing rather than raw
numerical data; extremely developed monitoring
networks of fisheries and fishing activities; real-time
big data transfers; holographic visualization and
modelling; decision making processes are radically
democratic and transparent; unprecedented
predictive powers

GOVERNANCE

The Ocean Steward Council is the main
governance body for the High Seas ;
precautionary and equitable governance.

The governance model has a holistic conception at
its core, but approaches to individual issues are
more compartmentalized; trusteeship and
guardianship contracts as tools against destructive
businesses.

STORY LESSONS

Stopping criminals and illegal activities is crucial
for strengthening and protecting this access- and
benefit-sharing regime; public pressure (even
through “naming and shaming” campaigns on
social media) can go a long way with holding
wrongdoers accountable and preventing future
misconducts.

even in a healing world checks and balances are
needed to prevent power and resources grabs
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Stories and Artwork
Here, we present a rough outline of each of the seven stories as well as artworks depicting
each of the three corners of the triangle © Care Creative. Please note that these aren’t
finalized yet.
Nature for Nature

Rights among the sentient stewards of the sea
This future is full of mesmerizing technologies. Green hydrogen powered vehicles have
swept away carbon-based transportation, and planes, ships and cars are faster and quieter.
Green hydrogen submarine travel has even largely replaced air travel and skies are less
crowded now. Human carbon footprint has been minimized. Data is collected at all levels of
the biosphere: from the depths of the oceans to the sky, through drones and satellites. Such
pervasive remote sensing and data collecting has connected humanity to the ocean in new
ways, and people feel closer to it than ever before. Multi-dimensional constant data feed
allows access to any point of the oceans and to visualize data on populations, chemistry,
streams, etc. through aquarium-like holograms. Monitoring devices are so small they can be
attached to most macroscopic beings, but there are also microscopic biomarkers, which are
all connected to a global data sharing cloud. It is all done in a non-invasive way and deadly
monitoring practices have been outmoded. With richer genetic databases and refined 3D
printing technology it has also been possible to reconstruct coral reefs.
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Apart from technological marvels, the ocean is flourishing, richer in life than any living
generation can remember. High Seas conservation and other projects are financed by taxes
and fines. It is common policy to regulate food systems according to environmental footprint
and transport distance. Extensive beautiful microbial mats are key actors in this
environment, keeping nutrient cycles dynamic and storing enormous amounts of carbon. It
was challenging to include them in the legal framework of “rights for nature” and
conservation in general, but now all chemosynthetic microbes and other microbial mats are
protected in some way, besides also being farmed for carbon and methane sequestration.
There is some debate about whether such farms could be considered a form of exploitation,
but most regard them as a form of ecosystem stewardship. In any case, microbial masses
are thriving.
And this is not all: recently new kind sentient beings (individual organisms, colonies and
even some machines) have appeared in the oceans. Some are helping to bridge the remote
monitoring infrastructure and human users, acting as brokers with the biota, but others seem
less sympathetic with human endeavours…
The Manta has an outstanding crew: there is a journalist, a mysterious genderless Captain
of unknown age and origin, a litigator responsible for communication with non-human
sentient beings and mediation with biota in general, a venture capitalist looking for his next
big deal, and Jeremy (they/them/their), who is a bioengineered microbe, a new species
designed to bioremediate areas with high GHG concentration in the deep sea. They are a
single microbe, but speak for an entire community.
The vessel is in the Southern Ocean to bioremediate a methane seep spiraling out of
control, there is no time to lose. The process of deploying Jeremy is similar to a reverse
coring, in that the microbe community is injected into the polluting source. Throughout the
journey, ethical concerns have been raised about the deployment of Jeremy (that’s why the
crew needed a litigator), but the capitalist is pushing: he invested quite a sum of money in
the project and tangible results are yet to be seen.
Once the Manta gets to the site, Jeremy refuses to be deployed, arguing that they are afraid
to go alone into the deep and also that they fear the drilling might damage benthic
communities down there. The litigator establishes that, given Jeremy’s decision, deployment
is out of the question for the moment: the new laws on ocean rights recognize the right of
self-determination to microbes, too. As long as they are under High Seas Jurisdiction,
Jeremy can’t be made to go.
The venture capitalist is not giving up so easily and tries to convince Jeremy that time is
running out for fixing the seep before it gets irreparably worse. The whole crew offers
Jeremy to accompany him in a submergible, and Jeremy half-heartedly agrees.
Once close to the seep, a myriad of lights switch on around the submersible: it’s the Gaia
Swarm, a rogue army of ex-mining robots that swore allegiance to the marine biota only. The
Swarm is directly connected with the remote sensing data cloud and effortlessly hacks into
the submersible controls: the crew is stuck in the abyss, defenseless. Chills run down
everyones’ spines and cell walls, since they have no idea what the Swarm’s intentions are.
The crew is quite certain their effort to fix the leak is for the good of the ecosystem, but how
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can they be so sure? Maybe such restricted focus has clouded their judgment and they are
actually trampling on other rights of nature to achieve their narrow goal? Maybe even when
dealing with a crisis there are rights that cannot be sacrificed? Everyone turns toward
Jeremy, maybe their distress is why the Gaia Swarm has come. Through debate, the crew
recognize that at the beginning Jeremy simply didn’t want to go, whereas this bad situation
actually stems from ignoring what Jeremy needs, which is recognition of their agency. The
crew asks Jeremy to open up, and they argue there should be greater representation of the
microbial community, both wild and bioengineered, to ensure similar deployments will be
both effective and respectful. The Gaia Swarm connects Jeremy, the submersible and
microbial community on the seafloor to broaden consultation on the issue.
Eventually, the microbes, the Swarm and the crew agree that risks, as well as benefits, must
be shared, so they conclude that microbes, when deployed in the deep sea, need to be
accompanied by human partners for three years for initial culturing. For the sake of the
mission, in this instance the old and fearless Captain volunteers first. The capitalist also
chooses to stay to protect his investment, as well as the communication scientist who sees a
great opportunity to learn about interspecies sentience. There is general agreement that
stakes are high for everyone in these operations, and now that humans are in a vulnerable
position, too, they reflect on their own agency. How much does each of them really have, as
an entity, in terms of rights of protection? How much protection is each provided with? And
can it be set aside for a “greater good”? What greater good?
Despite all this, Jeremy is still very anxious about their role, about the burden they bear as
tools for fixing the world's problems. It is actually the venture capitalist who succeeds in
convincing Jeremy that their action will not be in vain, as he will create a fund to continue the
work necessary to make the seep clearance a success. The Gaia Swarm absorbs Jeremy’s
consciousness, so that they won’t disappear from the world.
Globaia Oecosystema Panopticana
In this future, 50% of all marine waters are protected and no fishing is permitted there
(no-take zones). Telecoupling effects are particularly evident in the interconnected Ocean
system, and its dynamics make a mockery of national sovereignties, so a more diffused and
shared type of governance has been developed for the High Seas. Policy makers have
grown increasingly fond of concepts like multispecies sustainability, nature personhood and
non-human rights. There are even talks about ending all deep-sea mining and making the
whole of the High Seas a no-profit area, from which no monetary value can be extracted. All
this was made possible by a cultural revolution that democratized knowledge creation and
sharing. Local knowledge systems have been recognized for their important role both in
knowledge- and policy-making processes, and this has radically shifted power all over the
world, breaking the old structures preventing real, just change from happening and making
governance more dynamic and adaptive. Knowledge is locally owned, and strongly rooted
information and education dynamics manage to hold corporations and other powerful actors
accountable.
Despite these admirable efforts it was not possible to avoid great, sometimes terrible
changes in the global marine landscape: oceans got warmer, causing large-scale shifts in
species’ ranges and now tropical seas are severely depleted, while polar and boreal marine
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regions have become richer in species; waters, especially in high-latitude pelagic systems,
are more acidic; worldwide pelagic systems are less productive while coastal systems suffer
from eutrophication.
Here, the Manta research vessel is an ocean observatory beacon in support of a centre of
excellence. It is involved in deep sea monitoring and its crew is composed of senior and
young deep sea biologists, a lawyer, an NGO representative and a very wise cook. It is
approaching a Marine Protected Area to shed light on some unclear population dynamics
that have recently stoked tensions between wildlife and local communities. A bizarre
overabundance of long-living Greenland sharks seems to be the reason for the growing
cases of attacks, the latest being a whole class of schoolchildren getting eaten whilst on a
school deep diving trip to get more connected to the deep ocean environment as a
compulsory part of their education. Once in the MPA, the crew spots another ship: pirate
fishers, swift raiders that take advantage of the freely accessible data on wildlife populations
movements. The Manta cannot directly engage them, so the crew tags the illegal vessel with
a drone to report its presence to the authorities.
Suddenly, an enormous white whale appears from the deep and swallows the pirate ship
whole: it is Moby Dick, a cyborg cetacean avenger of the marine biota. The whole crew is
stunned except for the cook who, with solemn gestures, opens a bottle of wine and raises a
glass to the terrible beast. No one really knows Moby Dick’s story or what drives it exactly.
Some say it is the creation of biohacker terrorists, extremely radical environmentalists
targeting illegal fishers, and sometimes even research vessels like the Manta. Others think it
acts independently, according to its own criteria of justice. Just as it is caught between Moby
Dick and the pirate fishers, the Manta and other researchers around the globe stand in the
middle of a war of extremes that has been going on for ages; of reckless extractionism and
reckless resistants.
Once they recover from the shock, the crew manages to establish communication with the
whale and explains its purpose: no extraction, only monitoring. Moby Dicks leaves the Manta
alone and swims away. This time the crew remains unharmed, but the greater struggle
continues, the underlying conflicts are not resolved. A profound sense of humility pervades
the crew’s minds. In the old days, people of science and policy thought they could control
everything, but this is not true, some things are just going to happen no matter what: sharks
will keep eating children when they can, pirates will fish illegally and angry whales will get
their vengeance. Sometimes, for researchers like those on the Manta, it is more useful to
focus on longer timescales, towards the past and the future, and away from small episodes
of tragedy like eaten children. “When things are going too fast, think deeper and broaden
your focus. The system will balance itself eventually”, says the cook while pouring a glass for
the whole crew.
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Nature as Culture

Deep Peace of the Ocean/ Ocean Harmony
In this future, a shift in values and governance recognizing the major role for
local,indigenous and traditional cultures, youth, and women has created a safer space for
human and non-human sea-dwellers. Negative impact of big corporations has been removed
by legal frameworks recognizing a “corporate death penalty” and ecocide crimes, preventing
the most dystopic scenarios from materializing. We surpassed the goal of 30% of global
seas as protected areas. There are strict regulations on fisheries and deep-sea mining has
been banned. Regenerative ocean farming/aquaculture has come a long way in restoring
marine landscapes as opposed to harming while providing healthy and tasty food products.
Multi-species rights studies have become very sophisticated: now that most direct threats
have been removed, advocates are focusing on animal needs and wild animal welfare. Most
of the High Seas have been declared a no-take and no-use zone, but the continued sea
level rise has caused a major exception to the rule: climate refugees, ex-islanders and
ex-coast dwellers, would be allowed to establish floating seasteading communities as
reparations. This phenomenon adds a layer of complexity to High Seas governance.
The Manta is docked at one of the seasteads in the western-central Pacific. The floating city
is a peaceful and colourful spot in the immense blue that smells like kelp and salt. The crew
is tasked with the constant monitoring of High Seas biodiversity to study and ensure its
ecological balance: encompassing biological, physical, chemical, and oceanographic data. It
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also has the duty of reporting any impact of illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing on
human and natural ecosystems, which are rare nowadays thanks to the omnipresent
network of drones keeping various eyes on the sea. The crew of the Manta is composed of
monitoring specialists (a marine ecologist and a marine biologist), a deep ethologist
specialized in animal welfare and needs, a political ecologist as a communication officer, and
an ethno-oceanographer. They trek between the central Pacific and Antarctica, where
people also live now, due to climate change impacts.
The crew sets sail on a troubling journey: they first encounter an unexpected algal bloom
and are soon veered off course by an equally unexpected cyclone and bad weather, which
makes them stranded on an island in the South Pacific.
Though a little shaken up, the crew is fine, and not surprised about the events they
witnessed: after all, biological and climatic extreme phenomena are interlinked. They start
working right away to make sense of what happened and to act accordingly. Relying on their
early warning and monitoring data they generate projections on how such events will unfold,
in order to reduce exposure, and also draw from traditional western Pacific knowledge to
explore ways to handle the response to these challenges. The algal bloom will surely impact
fish, marine life, and aquaculture through asphyxiation, and possibly raise health concerns
for human communities due to the release of irritant noxious gasses. In some instances,
implementing mangrove barriers and coral reef and seagrass restoration could reduce such
impacts. The algal bloom also risks spreading along important migratory routes with grave
implications on existing MPAs: even the eventuality of reshaping their extension and borders
cannot be ruled out. To promptly assess these changes, the crew needs to map the signal
network provided by drones and monitored animals.
On the island, the crew’s luck seems to have turned because they meet the living legend
Sefina Tausa’afia. As an ocean refugee herself, the good lawyer fought for the right of
ex-islanders to regain sovereignty on the High Seas, a globally renowned case of
redistributive justice. She made sure such rights were included in the UNCLOS 2.0
convention in 2074 (actually UN2.0 CLOS 2.0, since the United Nations had been reformed),
and helped reshape the broader ocean governance framework as well. Sefina accepts to sit
down with the Manta’s ethno-oceanographer for an interview: she fled what once was
Kiribati as a child and moved to Fiji, where the government granted land to refugees, but she
didn’t want to settle for a life as an immigrant so she put herself through law school and went
on to reclaim new (floating) lands for her people. Her epic story resonated with struggling
populations around the world and deeply inspired the researchers on the Manta as well.
Though Sefina has won crucial battles, the conflicts go on, since the case of floating
sovereignty is complex and still unclear. What should happen to those politically fuzzy
communities in case of attack from pirates or poachers? Who should regulate their access to
fishing? And how? The continued existence of exclusive economic zones of neighbouring
island states further exacerbates such issues. A just and respectful enforcement will require
mastering all the elements of monitoring and regional cooperation, but the jurisdictional
environment of the High Seas seems to be getting more and more unstable. These
challenges are likely to be met by the younger generations, rather than Sefina’s.
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All voices heard/All Ocean Voices
In this future, humans have managed to avoid the most dire consequences of environmental
change. Ecosystems have largely recovered and are now vibrant, ice still exists, as well as
ice-dwelling communities. This was thanks to worldwide shifts and advancements in many
fields: bioremediation has recovered many territories, circular economies have eliminated
virtually all waste, and the huge scientific strive to map migratory routes of all species (and
tap into their knowledge bases) has made truly effective and integrated biodiversity
management on a global scale possible. It is certainly a more serene, peaceful environment
for humans and non-humans, which finally seem to have found some kind of balance.
In this context, the Global Council of Ocean Stewardship (GCOS) is the most direct contact
of global governance with the High Seas. The Council meets right on and in the ocean, just
like the other biome-focused Councils meet in the savanna, on ice sheets, in rainforests, etc.
They are usually respectful and caring, and thanks to a deeply shared understanding of
issues and vision they are focused on global benefits rather than particular interests.
Communication among the parties has been made way easier by instant-translator ear
chips.
These Councils also established stewardship schools in every major city. Teachings now
mirror widespread convictions in ecosystem governance, for which animal rights and needs
are central issues and are generally accounted for in resolutions. People actually work with
animals, learn from animals, and animals are learning from humans, too. Non-human beings
are increasingly recognized on equal footing, and most people have moved towards not
eating animals at all, since it is seen as a kind of cannibalism. Humans and animals
co-manage new marine landscapes like the floating communities, governed by inter-species
and inter-community treaties, rather than by state actors. Their infrastructure is mostly made
of repurposed plastic pulled out of the ocean. The flow of market goods flows can be
geographically wide but are totally circular, there is no other way. Interest is also growing for
sustainable underwater cities. As of now, there are just a few pilot cases which mainly
function as showcases for a possible, near-zero-impact life underwater, with the allure of
deep sea tourism.
Here, the Manta’s crew is composed of a wise old dolphin carrying knowledge and insights
on ecosystem dynamics, hazards and harmonious coexistence with nature; an important
octopus, ambassador for biodiversity working at the Global Council of Ocean Stewardship;
and a shapeshifter facilitator (they/them), whose task is to make sure all voices are spoken
and heard through taking the form of the interlocutor thereby minimizing trust issues. Along
with the Manta, they docked at Atlantis, the long lost ocean city, where the GCOS
conference is going to take place. The Conference will seek to collectively decide on the
next steps for sustainable governance of the High Seas, and the Manta crew will be
representing the rights and interests of both humans and non-humans from their floating
community.
Things hit a bump right from the beginning: the crew’s propositions are opposed by a
non-cooperative human community (whose identity shall remain undisclosed). They are not
particularly pleasant folk, since they are still carnivores (which is quite rare nowadays) and
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hold on to certain destructively extractive activities. Initially, the crew does not fall for their
gross provocations and remain calm: they have strength in knowledge and are confident of
mediation skills. The root of the conflict is essentially an overlap between dolphin migration
routes and that community’s activities. The crew tries to find middle ground, but these people
don’t seem to listen to reason. So, having lost all patience, the shape-shifter morphs into a
huge, very angry human and starts arguing with the opposing representatives in the only
way they would understand. But this doesn’t help at all, and only serves to escalate the fight.
Now everybody at the conference is screaming at each other (thanks facilitator!). The only
way out of this seems to be recess, but it is so loud no-one can hear the chairpeople
shouting for quiet. It’s a desperate and unedifying situation.
But silence quickly falls when a figure enters the hall: it’s Zalazar Crobuzon. Zalazar is the
mayor of the Scar, an anarchist floating community founded by ocean refugees when
seasteading was still illegal. He is an extremely well-known and respected member of the
ocean governance community. Even before Zalazar speaks any word, the crew already
knows the tide has turned in their favour: the dolphin and the young mayor go way back,
when years earlier the old cetacean rescued Zalazar, then only a child. He showed the
young man the way of the sea, both as a sailor and as a guardian, Zalazar feels like he has
yet to repay such debt with his mentor and saviour. Zalazar could have never eaten meat
after what the dolphin did for him and has tirelessly campaigned to stop animal consumption,
so he doesn’t necessarily have a lot of respect for the non-cooperative community. But, as a
human having lived through challenging times, he knows well how people behave under
pressure, and proves empathy for the antagonists. He is determined to fix this in a peaceful
way with benefits for all parties, and after some negotiations manages to persuade the
representatives from the human community to compromise.
The teachings of the old wise dolphin, based on harmony and respect across all species,
proved extremely valuable and useful, and through Zalazar they effectively saved the day.
The shapeshifter learned to approach all situations with a calm spirit and listen to the needs
of all communities (even when dealing with carnivorous humans: they need to feel heard
too!). The old dolphin’s absolute calm in the storm and Zalazar’s determination really
motivated them to pause and think before transforming. Everybody really hopes the events
of that day will make them a better facilitator. For one thing, now every time they need to
speak calmly or listen, they shift into the shape of an old dolphin.
Phenosalsheras Pheno-Asherah – polycultural fractals beings with the ocean
While this world is not invulnerable to elitist grabs and pushbacks, it is undeniably cleaner
and based on renewable energies (wind, waves, thermal)...
The sky is dotted with satellites, which has made star-based navigation trickier, but
worldwide GPS coverage compensates for these losses. Carbon sequestration has gained a
great boost with large-scale algal farming in the High Seas. Economic activities in the High
Seas, as on land, are mostly run by coalitions of smaller cooperative entities that prevent
bigger governance and business actors from taking over. This diffuse governance system
does not allow for the creation of elitist havens free of regulations on the High Seas, and is
helping climate refugees from recently submerged islands and coastal areas to rebuild their
lives on seasteading communities, without the need of huge amounts of wealth. It is not easy
for everyone to cope with this new reality, the ocean can be a scary place, but new cultures
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are emerging, drawing wisdom and know-how from historical examples and indigenous
traditions. Some are even thinking of making their floating communities follow migrations of
key species and atmospheric events to increase their resilience in the connected global
landscape of the High Seas. In particular, integrated multi-trophic aquaculture has provided
food security that benefits people whilst maintaining ecosystem health. There is sound hope
that Homo oceanus will thrive here and now, as they have done in the past.
In this world, the research vessel Manta is tasked with monitoring species using
non-invasive tags and other methods. Thanks to the incredibly fast internet provided by the
diffused satellite network, the crew can share data in real time with other research actors
across land and sea. They are also sentinels, alerting authorities on illegal fishing and other
irregular activities, and serve the High Seas communities in connecting among each other
and the land. One day, the Manta crosses paths with Adaora “Shaki” Papa, the shark-lady
activist. Her stance towards the crew and its mission is unclear, so the crew’s historical
marine anthropologist interviews her to find out. She manifests her disapproval of these new
floating communities that have been spawning in the High Seas: their voluminous
infrastructures are altering animal behaviours and other biosphere functions. The crew
knows it is important to find solutions that work both for humans and wildlife, and
collaboration with Adaora could be key in this pursuit. Her hybrid nature affords her a set of
senses that even our technologies fail to match: she can detect electromagnetic fields,
chemical trails, sea currents, light pollution as naturally as a shark would. She could point
out and explain impacts on the marine ecosystems that human scientists have not even
thought of yet. Beings like her are also important in changing human prejudice towards sea
creatures (like the credence that fish don’t feel pain).
The encounter with Adaora stimulated the crew to seek a shift in values to reconcile and
balance animal rights with human rights. It made them realize that humans are hyper aware
of some impacts (like carbon emissions), but are ignorant about many more. Knowing more
about life webs and ecosystems will help thinking of other impacts (chemical, sound, light,
etc) in terms of “net zero”.
Adaora’s campaigning has already led to important debates, such as establishing certain
periods (a day every month, or a month every year) in which all impacting activities are
suspended to give nature a break. Her commitment gives resonance to the need for
communication between multiple cultures and languages, human and nonhuman, leading
eventually to legislation beyond just the human realm. These multispecies approaches will
enrich the slower deliberative processes already taking place, giving everyone a voice in
decision making.
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Nature for Society

One blue station
In this future, the High Seas are better taken care of. They are politically treated much like
the International Space Station, with each country having its own diplomats and scientific
experts proposing projects and contributing to their management. Their governance model
has a holistic conception at its core, but approaches to individual issues are more
compartmentalized, and some tensions sometimes arise from such duality in vision. The
30x30 policy has been successfully implemented, with MPAs having been identified by
actively engaging scientists, indigenous groups, activists and young people. The criteria to
determine value from the ocean (as well as from the other ecosystems) have been
completely redefined: monetary quantification is not the principal indicator to assess a
system’s worth, anymore; instead, richness of a social-ecological community is calculated on
the basis of ecosystem services provided, of its diversity (both in cultural and biological
terms) and the overall happiness, health and prosperity of its components.
Global governance has agreed that at least some parts of the High Seas should stay open to
fishing, given climate change shocks to land systems and agricultural sectors, and to limit
pressure on EEZs which were already dangerously compromised. Fortunately, fishing has
been made efficient and less impactful thanks to robotics. Fishing robots are programmed to
target certain species and avoid others, minimizing damage and quantifying the occasional
bycatch. Artificial intelligence is now much more based on human emotions, seeking to
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maximise wellbeing and biodiversity rather than raw numerical data. Some fishers in certain
contexts are allowed to retain their traditional techniques, but a great share of the workforce
previously engaged in direct fishing has now shifted towards engineering, marine
landscaping and operating robots. Monitoring networks of fisheries and fishing activities are
also extremely developed, precise and efficient. Data tell researchers and users exactly
where target populations are, where bycatch species are concentrated, what species are
affected by overfishing and to what extent.
One of the neural centres of this new governance landscape is the One Blue Station. This
research center hosts young scientists, lawyers and other representatives of the region, but
there is a constant flow of professionals from all over the world. Their main task is High Seas
monitoring and data sharing, taking advantage of real time data transfer, modelling and
holographic visualization to know where marine populations are and how they behave at any
time. Thanks to an extremely fast internet connection such information can easily and
quickly be shared with other centres, decision makers, summits and the public anywhere in
the world. This immediateness of data sharing and visualization has profoundly changed
decision making processes allowing radical transparency and timely action. These new
modalities greatly reduce the importance of national interests and traditional politics.
Decision making is also different at the Station: staff use specific communication rules and
rituals in collective spaces to make sure all voices are heard in a safe and inclusive
environment.
Advanced modelling and machine learning also provide researchers on the station immense
predictive power, with much of the decisions taken about management, policy and future
research directions based on these predictions. Thus, scientists and policy makers now
mostly deal with “expected” future scenarios, and fewer and fewer professionals ask
themselves what it would be like to face unpredictable variables. It is easy to imagine that an
unexpected event would bring chaos to the station, and that’s exactly what happened when
the monitoring network identified a species of fish presumed to be extinct since the early
20th century. Senior scientists are aghast and paralyzed by this inconvenience: all models
have to be recalibrated to integrate the new-old species’ impact, extending to management
decisions for the area. On the other hand, young researchers are thrilled by the inconvenient
discovery and start working right away to address its implications. They develop a report on
the new findings and share it with other organizations.
The new discovery rapidly creates disputes at national levels around which sovereign power
should be responsible for its conservation, and (sustainable) exploitation. Entering the
debate, the team of young scientists fights back proposing a shared and locally based
management framework. The discovery also sparks novel research directions: the station
starts working on predictive models of ecosystem functioning that take into account the
potential reappearance of species thought to be extinct. Some even lay the foundations for
an evolutionary predictive model trying to infer impacts of future species. The implications of
these new fields of study are likely huge for bioengineering too, now a socially acceptable
practice.
Amid this ferment, an exceptional host arrives at the station: Sefina Tausa’afia. Thanks to
her, the governance landscape of the High Seas has been entirely reshaped and indigenous
islanders have gained strengthened sovereignty over waters adjacent to islands that have
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not been engulfed by rising seas and the new seasteading communities, all relatively close
to the station. But these victories have not brought lasting peace and justice to the High
Seas: tensions are on the rise again as some politically influential actors among ex-islander
communities have been pushing for a number of years to lend High Seas rights to private
corporations. Of course, things are not as crazy as they used to be: these agreements are
“trusteeships” and “guardianships” contracts, and the businesses have to submit reports
every five years communicating outcomes and demonstrating compliance in total
transparency. Sefina is now involved in negotiating these contracts, making sure that only
ex-coastal and ex-island countries can partake in these sea lending deals and in the floating
communities program, that otherwise powerful countries and corporations could capitalize on
it.
Scientists at the station, especially the young ones, are inspired by Sefina’s commitment to a
collective, just and sustainable future. The insights she shares also reinforce their conviction
that to understand the future you have to know the past, just like knowing about that
not-so-extinct fish would shape the modelling of future scenarios. A number of them end up
taking part in the first pilot trusteeship as monitoring experts and advisors.
Mare Communum – Slow Ocean
The mission of the Manta is to ensure energy-efficient and biodiversity-conscious fishing
around the High Seas, monitoring fishing vessels and assisting them in their sustainable
activities. Its crew is composed of an ice navigator, an eDNA sampler, an ocean health
inspector and a very versatile chef also responsible for vessel maintenance. When they
meet a (legal) fishing ship, they check and possibly substitute faulty solar panels, fishing
robots and other devices. They also observe compliance with rules, but cannot enforce
them; rather informing the authorities… However, they don’t always play by the rules.
Along the way, they do ocean-health check ups for plastic pollutants and collect eDNA
samples. Sometimes they sail for months without getting back to land, but the Manta has a
special deck for hydroponics providing them with fresh food. She is fully sustainable- and the
chef loves to experiment with making delicious meals with this produce.
At this time, the Manta is patrolling the High Seas: as a whole, they have been made a
no-take zone and no fleet has permits to fish there. But, they soon find evidence that not
everybody respects the law: a turtle entangled in old-style fishing gear, a very ordinary
breach of compliance. The culprit, a small fishing boat, is still a visible dot going over the
horizon, probably continuing to fish. The turtle is still alive and is quickly set free. The crew
does forensic analysis to reconstruct the dynamic of the crime and to infer attribution of the
fishing material, they then communicate findings to the competent authority (the Special
Department for Unlawful Fishing of the Ocean Steward Council). Once they are done with
official duty, the hunt for those illegal fishers is on. They let off the Manta’s fixed-wing drone
and started the chase. Of course they mean no physical harm: they take pictures to report
what is happening, collect evidence to show to the world, and thanks to high-speed internet,
tag the vessel with real-time footage streamed on social media. In this way, authorities can
more easily track them down. But this time, the vessel strangely stays put and doesn’t try to
flee… the deck seems also eerily empty. The crew decides to board the ship to see what is
going on.
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There are actually a lot of fish on the vessel, and some seem still alive. They set them free,
and keep those that did not make it to give to nearby communities once on shore, as
regulations indicate. Nothing must go to waste. But the bust that really makes careers is
below deck: Agent Nemo, the notorious corporate spy, is standing there, almost waiting for
them. God knows what he is up to on this apparently unimportant fishing ship, but the crew
has him in their grasp now, and one way or another they’ll make him talk. They decide that
feeding him nothing, but leftovers would be a good incentive, though still sufficiently humane.
The chef would refuse to serve him anything else anyway. The health inspector proposes to
take to social media and tell the world that the infamous spy was located, identified and
under the crew’s temporary custody. With a good old “naming and shaming,” he would not
be able to hide ever again. But instead the crew agrees that it is wiser for now to hold their
cards close and try to get him to sell out the big fish above him. After all, such custody is
quite unorthodox and would raise some eyebrows at the Council.
It is not hard to find Nemo’s real purpose on that anonymous vessel: he was collecting
genetic samples for some despicable business. The crew analyze the data and through the
databases on illegal trade of genetic resources try to track the markets and the buyers Nemo
had been dealing with. They try to interrogate him, but not much comes out: his mouth is
trained to stay shut. The crew realize they’ve hit a wall and eventually send all the evidence
to the authorities, informing them they have Nemo. They may not be able to get the big
names out of him, but he is surely going to pay for breaching a number of High Seas laws,
from fishing in a protected area to genetic trafficking.
The crew is content. Stopping these criminals is crucial for strengthening and protecting this
access- and benefit-sharing regime humanity managed to create. Problems like these will
never cease to exist, the crew knows this is not a perfect system, but rules have changed
with time and wrongdoers are certainly held more accountable than in the past. A larger
community governance and enforcement system makes sure this happens. Footage of
Nemo being taken into custody is uploaded and quickly goes viral on social media. The hope
is that soon on those platforms there will also be his bosses’ faces, so that they taste shame
and serve as a warning for all the other millionaire criminals. Never again Nemo!

Conclusion
The aim is for these stories to be refined and potentially merged into one story per corner of
the NFF triangle. The dynamics will be used in the third workshop (Horizon 2) to define the
futures to which the present needs to transform. They can also form an initial basis for
identifying metrics and indicators for modeling what these future worlds could look like.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Seeds
NUMBER WITHIN
THE
NFF
TRIANGLE
THAT
YOU
THINK
EITHER
CORRESPONDS
MOST
CLOSELY
TO YOUR SEED
OR, IF THAT'S TOO
DIFFICULT,
THAT
YOU'RE
MOST
INTERESTED
IN
EXPLORING

NAME
OF
SEED
INITIATIVE

WHERE IN
THE
WORLD IS
IT NOW?

WHAT STAGE IS
IT IN? HERE WE
WANT
TO
KNOW
HOW
LONG
THE
SEED
HAS
BEEN
GOING
AS
AN
INDICATOR OF
ITS STAGE OF
DEVELOPMENT.

WHAT
TYPES
OF
ACTORS
ARE
INVOLVED?

WHAT
ARE
THE
INITIATIVE’S
MOST
INNOVATIVE ASPECTS
AND
MAIN
STRENGTHS?

WHAT
ARE
THE
SEED
INITIATIVE’S
MAIN WEAKNESSES?

ROADBLOCKS:
WHAT
ARE
THE
BARRIERS
STANDING IN
THE WAY OF
THIS SEED?

1

Rights of
Nature

Other

Start-up (early
phases of
development)

Other

The ‘rights of nature’
movement can provide a
common vision and
encourage progressive
interpretations of key
principles, potentially
enhancing the
effectiveness and
equitability of ocean
governance instruments,
and normalizing a role for
the global community as
better stewards.

Successfully applying
this approach depends
on addressing
fundamental questions,
such as how exactly to
define “nature”.

Social,
Economic,
Political, Legal
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2

Marine
protected
areas

Regional

Start-up (early
phases of
development)

Government

Best tool for marine
conservation

Conflict with national
interests - fishing,
resource exploitation,
etc.

Economic,
Political

High
resolution
data in the
high seas

Global

Prototype (an
idea that hasn't
been
implemented
beyond initial
trials)

Government,
Private
sector,
Research
centre

Silicon Valley is getting
involved in building
technology to help
facilitate, however, it's not
enough

funding, ocean data is
highly fragmented

Technological,
Economic,
Political, Legal

Global
fisheries
observatory

Global

Start-up (early
phases of
development)

Government,
Private
sector,
Research
centre

1/ The management of
fisheries at global level
(beyond national
jurisdiction) 2/ An
equitable sharing of
resources between
countries (including
landlocked countries)

The success of the
project depends on the
willingness of the
different countries to
set up real cooperation.

Social, Cultural,
Economic,
Political, Legal

Closing the
high seas to
fhsing

Global

Prototype (an
idea that hasn't
been
implemented
beyond initial
trials)

Government,
Other

It is universal and covers
two thirds of the global
ocean and therefore 'half
earth'.

Convincing the private
fishing sector in distant
water fishing nations to
cooperate.

Economic,
Political
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International
Deep-Station
Station

Other

Prototype (an
idea that hasn't
been
implemented
beyond initial
trials)

Government,
International
donors,
Research
centre

Nothing like this has ever
been undertaken in the
ocean. Collaborative.
Contributing to better
understanding of ABNJ
potentially leading to better
management

Could end up being
dominated by those
already able to
participate in
deep-ocean/ocean
science, not serving
those already
underrepresented.
Science undertaken
may not end up
informing policy, etc.

Technological,
Economic,
Political
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Just social
contracts for
high seas
fisheries

Other

Prototype (an
idea that hasn't
been
implemented
beyond initial
trials)

Government,
Grassroots
organizations,
Private
sector,
International
donors,
Research
centre

It is being developed with
local actors

Trying to overcome
corruption and working
with current economic
structures that seek to
maximise profit at any
cost - including human
rights.
In many instances
implementing just
wages and social
contracts also
potentially means fewer
future opportunities
[because of smaller
profit margins for
instance] - and in some
cases those
opportunities, as dire
as they currently are,
nevertheless are
'better' than the
situations many are
trying to escape from
(often conflict areas or
poverty stricken). This
needs to be recognised
in aspiring for a win-win
placing human rights
and justice at the
centre of a flourishing
seed.

Social,
Economic,
Political, Legal
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SOMAR

Tropical

Start-up (early
phases of
development)

Government,
Grassroots
organizations,
Private
sector,
International
donors,
Research
centre, Other

The area was not studied
before; connectivity is a
new way of understanding
the region; this is very
data-poor on fishing and
shipping operations
knowledge; South Atlantic
lacks relevant
management
organizations. This seed
will innovate in bringing
together people and
science around the region.

Some industries are not
responsive to join the
initiative addressing
impacts

Technological,
Economic,
Political

3

Recognizing
ancient
traditional
knowledge of
oceanic
islanders

Global

Established (
Early- mid-stages
of
implementation)

Grassroots
organizations,
International
donors

Recognizing and
spreading traditional
knowledge

Industries disputes with
traditional communities

Economic,
Political, Legal

4

Seasteading

Other

Prototype (an
idea that hasn't
been
implemented
beyond initial
trials)

Grassroots
organizations

Embracing a circular
economy while also being
at sea - really engaging
with oceans in a way not
possible inland.

Very early days and
was initially co-opted by
capitalism and the very
rich.

Cultural,
Technological
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SpaceX Starlink high
seas internet

Global

Start-up (early
phases of
development)

Private sector

The fact that this initiative
plans to provide free
(maybe super low cost)
internet to the world by
charging investors for
access will democratize
the internet and its many
functionalities for
monitoring and research.
This will transform human
presence in the high seas
by enabling new
technologies and forms of
operating.

Internet will also be
available to actors who
don't have
sustainability as an
objective.

Technological,
Economic

Micro Auto
Gasificaiton

Global

Established (
Early- mid-stages
of
implementation)

Private sector

Reducing waste disposal
into the ocean ('dumping')
and reducing organic
biodegradation in landfill
that results in GHG
emissions

Minimal incentive to
retro-fit equipment that
requires time and
maintenance on ships

Technological,
Financial - it
requires
resourcing
(people for
maintenance)
from private
companies

Women4Oce
ans

Global

Established (
Early- mid-stages
of
implementation)

Other

Necessary and unique

Lack of funding. No
staff, only incidental
volunteers

Social, Cultural,
Technological,
Political,
Financial
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6

Alternative
livelihoods
coupled with
best
practices
within marine
resources

Tropical

Start-up (early
phases of
development)

Grassroots
organizations,
Research
centre

Community appreciation
about the link between
resources and key shallow
marine habitat as well as,
gender participation

initial co-support; need
champions within
communities

Social, Cultural,
Economic

Engaging
with
migratory
animals of
the high seas

Other

Prototype (an
idea that hasn't
been
implemented
beyond initial
trials)

Government,
Grassroots
organizations,
Private
sector,
Research
centre, Other

On the “radical spectrum”,
this seed can also include
opening up our minds
beyond traditional science
to human-animal
communication and
understanding to enhance
and explore joint
animal-human
(ecosystem-human)
solutions to more
sustainable futures for
nature.

Humankind's block
against the
non-physical realm or
nontraditional ways of
engaging with nature
and nature-human
interactions/culture

Social, Cultural,
Technological,
Political
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Greenwave

Regional,
Temperate

Start-up (early
phases of
development)

Government,
Grassroots
organizations,
Private
sector,
International
donors

I think the strength is who
they fund to teach and pay
startup costs for
regenerative ocean
farming. They often find
commercial fishermen and
show them the
opportunities this can bring
them because Bren Smith
used to be a commercial
fisherman. They also give
priority to funding
indigenous communities to
start regenerative ocean
farming.

The main weakness is
that a lot of people in
the US don't eat that
much kelp and
seaweed.

Social, Cultural,
Technological,
Economic,
Scientific, no
idea if this
should actually
be implemented
outside of the
US coastline

Global
Council of
Ocean
Stewards

Global

Prototype (an
idea that hasn't
been
implemented
beyond initial
trials)

Other

The formal
institutionalization of
Indigenous Peoples, local
communities, and their
knowledge/values/practice
s in what has so far been
primarily State-led efforts
to manage the high seas
and the deep seabed.

Continued ambivalence
by States toward the
relevance and roles of
Indigenous Peoples
and local communities,
particularly with respect
to the high seas and
the deep seabed; also,
language barriers for
Indigenous/local
participations as well
funding constraints

Social,
Economic,
Political
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7

DOSI climate
change green
geoengineeri
ng impact on
deep-sea
ecosystem

Global,
Regional,
Tropical

Established (
Early- mid-stages
of
implementation)

Grassroots
organizations,
Research
centre

DOSI climate group has
top specialists of various
aspects on deep-sea from
biology to policy. HKU
climate is also multilateral,
with biology, geology,
engineering, geography,
architecture. Remote
sensing may be an
emphasis.

DOSI, may be funding.
HKU Climate may be
uncertain (since it's just
started).

Social,
Economic,
Political

Net zero
carbon for
marine
fisheries and
seafood
sector

Temperate

Prototype (an
idea that hasn't
been
implemented
beyond initial
trials)

Government,
Research
centre, Other

Mainstreaming reduces
carbon footprint as one of
the main objectives of
management of fisheries
and seafood sector.

Difficulties in making
the necessary
policies/regulations for
implementation,
particularly in the high
seas.

Social,
Technological,
Political, Legal

Improving
marine
governance

Global

Established (
Early- mid-stages
of
implementation)

Government,
International
donors

The approach to capacity
building, most recently
Blue Leadership

Capacity to spread,
project closing

Cultural,
Economic,
Political
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Hydrogen
planes

Global,
Regional

Start-up (early
phases of
development)

Private sector

They are basically
decarbonizing air-travel
industry

Technology
development is still
ongoing, safety
standards will need to
be re-developed and
widespread adoption is
liquid hydrogen
availability and cost at
airports. The largest
issue, however, is that
less than 0.1% of
global dedicated
hydrogen production
today is considered
green hydrogen, the
major one natural gas.
So renewable energy
needs to be a thing for
this to actually benefit.

Technological,
Economic

BBNJ Treaty

Other

Prototype (an
idea that hasn't
been
implemented
beyond initial
trials)

Government,
International
donors,
Research
centre

The BBNJ Treaty has the
potential to improve the
coordination, integration,
equity and knowledge
sharing, through
establishing a global
body/mechanism on the
conservation and
sustainable use of high
seas biodiversity. There is
currently no such
mechanism in place.

Lack of political will and
political agreement.
There is not enough
political will to push for
its adoption or to push
for a strong content of
this treaty that could
change the status quo.
The governments
prefer to maintain the
old order and protect
their interests.

Political
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ABNJ as a
Protected
Area

Global,
Other

Prototype (an
idea that hasn't
been
implemented
beyond initial
trials)

Other

This will set ABNJ to the
default of protection, which
is the opposite of what
humankind tends to.

Lack of political will

Political, Legal

Full cost
accounting
EIAs for all
'non
essential'
human uses
on the High
Seas

Other

Start-up (early
phases of
development)

Government,
Private
sector,
Research
centre

This is not new but the
definition of 'non-essential'
has not been argued

Political will is needed
in the first instance to
empower strong
regulation and
enforcement

Economic,
Political, Legal

Bioremediati
on

Regional

Start-up (early
phases of
development)

Government,
Grassroots
organizations

Using naturally occurring
solutions sparks
imagination and connects
people to the environment.
More importantly, these
organisms seem to work
better in many ways than
established methods
(especially when the
alternative is to do nothing,
just let plastic float into the
sea; or recycling, which
doesn’t actually happen
much of the time!)

There may be
unintended
consequences to
cultivating these
organisms and
releasing them into the
environment. The
process can be slow
compared to existing
methods. But with more
research perhaps we
could find faster ways.

Economic
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Fishermen
free fish

Global,
Regional,
Tropical,
Temperate
, Polar

Prototype (an
idea that hasn't
been
implemented
beyond initial
trials)

Government,
Private
sector,
International
donors,
Research
centre

It shifts how we have done
fishing and solves the
problem with unwanted
catches. It brings more
safety to working at sea.
Good for climate.

Takes away people's
jobs and identity,
awards rights to a few
over a common pool
resource.

Cultural,
Technological,
Economic, Legal

Patrolling
drones to
report on
(and take
evidence of)
infracting
vessels

Other

Prototype (an
idea that hasn't
been
implemented
beyond initial
trials)

Government,
Private sector

One of its 'strengths' - in
quotes because I submit
this seed with some
reluctance given the
'control' factor involved in
thinking about developing
and deploying drone
patrols - is that technology
can expand our
capabilities in leaps and
bounds and the current
times seem to be ripe for
catalysing such
developments. If deployed
in a mindful and
well-intended way it could
shine a (brighter) light on
activities at sea supporting
a more sustainable and
just high-seas ocean
future.

It builds on /
perpetuates a 'police'
state. One could claim
it addresses the
manifestations of what
is wrong with our
society rather than
transforming our
society at its roots. It
would also be
extremely expensive I
think.

Technological,
Political,
financial and
moral
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Science
Squads 30%

Other

Prototype (an
idea that hasn't
been
implemented
beyond initial
trials)

Government,
Grassroots
organizations,
Private
sector,
International
donors,
Research
centre, Other

For it to be a non political,
but science based
initiative.

Financing and to get
the agreement of the
countries that do not
want to commit to
anything that might
impact their economic
interests

Economic,
Political

A Global
Ocean
Observing
System for
Biology &
Ecosystems

Global

Start-up (early
phases of
development)

Government,
Grassroots
organizations,
Private
sector,
International
donors,
Research
centre

The overall vision is its
most innovative aspect.
Strengths are the
multiplicative effect of
scaling up from individual
observations to local ->
regional -> global
understanding.

Lack of buy-in from
many communities
(particularly
mega-vertebrate
researchers).
Disincentives to data
sharing within
academic communities.
Lack of appeal of
long-term monitoring to
funders.

Social, Cultural,
Economic, Legal

The
Collective
Arrangement

Global,
Regional

Established (
Early- mid-stages
of
implementation)

Government

oddly the innovation is to
actually talk to each other
rather than solely speaking
to one's own constituency
or broadcasting positions
to others. It does not try to
replace or remake global
oceans governance
altogether - not convinced
that would be more than
rearranging the
deckchairs.

This process is slow,
but then so are most
international processes.
The
global/regional/national
mechanisms underlying
interactions in the high
seas also need to be
able to articulate and
work together better

All of the above
apply but are
hindrances
rather than total
blocks
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African
Centre of
Excellence
for High
Seas
Governance

Regional

Mission
Atlantic

Regional,
Other

Slow life

Global

Government,
Grassroots
organizations,
Private
sector,
Research
centre

[Ownership] The initiative
would give African states
ownership over knowledge
generated regarding
ABNJ.
[Empowerment] This
would enable African
states to become active
players in executing rights
and duties of nations in the
conservation and
sustainable use of ABNJ.
More importantly, this
would eliminate the current
'patron-client' relationship
that skews power balance
towards the north.

Currently, there is
limited understanding
of the significance of
ABNJ to local
livelihoods and
economies. While
scientific evidence is
emerging that
demonstrates
ecological connectivity
between ABNJ and
coastal waters, this has
not been effectively
communicated in the
region and therefore,
there is limited political
support for such
ambitious initiatives.

Technological,
Economic,
Political

Start-up (early
phases of
development)

Government,
Private
sector,
Research
centre, Other

Focusing on areas not
previously addressed as
such, conduction
integrated assessments
with stakeholders
engagement

Remoteness of some
islands

Technological,
Political, Legal

Prototype (an
idea that hasn't
been
implemented
beyond initial
trials)

Grassroots
organizations,
Research
centre

Redefining our lifestyle.
Changing habits to be less
dependent on resources
while being more
independent and
autonomous (e.g. food
production, community
gardens).

Fighting against well
established systems
and human habits
enrooted in the most
common of the routines
and daily life.

Social, Cultural,
Technological,
Economic,
Environmental,
Political, Legal
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Appendix 2: Characters
Nature for Nature
Adaora ’Shaki’ Papa ‘the shark woman’ - sick of trying to save the ocean from land, Shaki
(her parents were marine biologists) has biohacked her body with many of the properties of
the mako shark. Using CRISPR and stem-cell 3D printing, she has rough skin and replaced
her legs with a powerful tail and gills. She campaigns tirelessly as a living embodiment of
multi-species approaches to conservation and the death of anthropocentrism
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Moby Dick- the cybernetic whale whose skin, due to extensive cybernetic augmentation, is
bleached white and has started hunting illegal fishers in the spirit of vengeance and terror channeling the animus of the ocean
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Nature for Society
Agent Nemo - A shady corporate spy that has an advanced deep sea submersible that
strips genetic sequences from the deep ocean and sells them to the highest bidder for
development of new biotech and pharmaceutical products.
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The Gaia Swarm - A self aware and self replicating swarm of autonomous deep sea mining
bots that switch from mining cobalt nodules to becoming guardians of biodiversity via a glitch
in their coding.
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Nature as Culture
Caliban the Great, ‘the Tuna Herder’- a mysterious figure in a bright purple boat that
follows schools of tuna throughout the high seas, constantly monitoring their state via
surveillance drones and keeping away predatory fishing fleets as the tuna move between
EEZs.
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Zalazar Crobuzon, Mayor of the Scar: The scar is a flotilla of assorted mismatched ships
representing climate refugees from across the pacific and from low-lying coastal areas. They
gather and tie their ships together in the pacific gyre, building a floating city from their
dilapidated ships and scrap from the great pacific garbage patch. They create a green
anarchist solar punk city, floating on the ocean and growing their own algae which they
process into novel biotech using floating bioreactors.
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Cross-cutting
Sefina Tausa’afia - The good lawyer – an enterprising legal mastermind who works on a
thirty year campaign to grant sovereignty of high seas areas to disappearing island nations
and reduce the size of EEZs through a radical reform of the law of the seas to grant more
joint governance of the oceans and protect biodiversity.
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